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Introduction



• Masterminds Academy sponsors Qatar Financial Expo & Awards 
2024

• Gratitude to Afaq Group for organizing the exhibition

• Gathering of financial experts and industry leaders

• Platform for exploring trends and innovations in finance

• Masterminds Academy aligned with Qatar's National Vision 2030

• Focus on modern education standards for economic success

Introduction



• Diversification beyond oil and gas for economic progress

• Importance of adapting to a knowledge-driven global system

• Financial stability as an aspirational goal in the modern era

• Challenge of achieving financial stability due to lack of 
understanding

• Financial literacy as a crucial skill for informed decision-making

• Masterminds Academy's role in filling the gap in financial education

• Empowering individuals for a prosperous future

Introduction



Masterminds
Academy Brief



Masterminds Academy - Establishment

• Founded in 2022 in Doha, Qatar

• Enhance financial awareness and expertise in administration 

and finance

• Foster an investment-oriented culture

• Dedicated professional team with internationally recognized 

certifications

• Empower individuals to confidently navigate the financial

world



Our Values

In Masterminds Academy, we embrace the

following core values: 

• Credibility 

• Transparency

• Integrity 

• Commitment



Our Mission

• Provide essential administrative, business, and financial literacy

• Foster a global investing culture

• Ensure learners start with a solid foundation

• Aspire to spread financial and business literacy globally

• Strong conviction: Every individual deserves to learn, grow, and 
shape their future.



Our Team

• Founded by leaders with deep expertise in finance, administration, 
trading, and investment

• Distinguished team with proficiency in various sectors

• Notable qualities: Commitment, credibility, professionalism

• Expert cadre with extensive global certifications (PhD, CFA,
CMA, IFRS, ACCA, CTP, FRM, IOS, CRP)



Educational
Courses



Educational Courses - Overview

• Dedication to interactive, creative, and diverse education

• Fields covered: Business, finance, blockchain, metaverse, 
investment, and trading

• Comprehensive library of specialized educational videos

• Topics include risk management, budgeting, trading 
technology, digital assets, and more

• Three course categories: Beginner, intermediate, and 
advanced levels



• Online Courses:

– Accessible anytime, anywhere

– Resources for understanding business and financial markets

– Ideal for pursuing administrative and financial goals

• In-House Courses:

– Explore the Academy and enroll in dynamic courses

– Engage in face-to-face learning experiences

Educational Courses - Formats



• Virtual Reality Courses - VR:

– New courses and webinars using VR 
technology

– Immersive learning experience with a 
global classroom feel

Educational Courses - Formats



Educational Courses - Interactive Learning Approach

• Belief in knowledge through dialogue and practical application

• Offer innovative workshops, electronic seminars, and dialog 
sessions

• Topics cover administrative, financial, trading, and investment 
sectors

• Specialized experts and professionals engage with participants, 
addressing relevant questions to enhance understanding



VR Video



Financial 
Literacy



What is financial literacy?

Understanding and using various financial skills for informed decision-
making. 

• Crucial for navigating the complex financial world, leading to 
improved financial well-being. 

• Encompasses topics from basic money management
to advanced investments.

Decoding Financial Literacy



• Empowers individuals to achieve financial stability and success. 

• Forms the foundation for personal finance, economic stability, 
and social prosperity. 

• Transforms dreams into achievable goals and guides individuals 
through economic complexities.

Financial Literacy - Why is it important?



• Systemic barriers and misconceptions hinder financial literacy 
for many.

• Masterminds Academy fosters an accessible and inclusive 
learning environment.

• Innovative, dynamic, and collaborative approach goes beyond 
theory and empowers individuals.

Challenges and Solutions



• Tailored learning experiences: catering to diverse styles and needs.

• Interactive programs and simulations: providing hands-on experience.

• Collaboration and community: fostering peer-to-peer learning and 
support.

• Partnerships with experts: enriching curriculum with real-world 
insights.

• Adaptable curriculum: evolving with financial landscapes and trends.

• Mentorship: seasoned educators guiding individual financial journeys.

Masterminds Academy's Approach:



• Integrating technology for a seamless and immersive learning 
experience.

• Customization and personalization for individual needs and goals.

• Adapting to emerging trends and preparing for future challenges.

• Fostering global financial citizenship for an interconnected world.

Vision for the Future



• Actively participate in shaping the future of financial literacy.

• Share knowledge and contribute to a financially literate society.

• Embrace continuous learning and personal growth.

• Carry the torch of financial knowledge and empower others.

Call to Action



Conclusion



• Financial literacy empowers informed decisions.

• Masterminds Academy integrates financial literacy for 

empowerment.

• Challenges addressed through innovative, inclusive 

approaches.

• Collaborative learning fosters a supportive community.

• Continuous improvement with adaptive curriculum

and mentorship.

Conclusion



• Future vision includes technology integration and 

personalized education.

• Emphasis on global financial citizenship for a changing 

world.

• Financial literacy as a lifelong endeavor shaping destinies.

• Recognition of financial literacy as a key factor for 

economic independence, resilience, and generational 

prosperity.

• Invitation for active participation in the transformative

journey.

Conclusion



Thank you
for your time!


